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He says: I, Aidan the Divine, am, well, divine. My name was given to me by the Dragon Queen

herself! I'm a delight! Cheerful. Charming. And a mighty warrior who is extremely handsome with a

very large and well-hidden hoard of gold. I am also royal born, despite the fact that most in my

family are horrendous beings that don't deserve to live. And yet, Branwen the Awful - a low-born, no

less - either tells me to shut up, or, worse, ignores me completely. She says: I'll admit, I ignore

Aidan the Divine because it annoys him. A lot. But we have so much to do right now, I can't worry

about why he keeps staring at me, or why he always sits so close, or why he keeps looking at me

like he's thinking about kissing me. We have our nations to save and no time for such bloody

foolishness...no matter how good Aidan looks or how long his spiked tail is. Because if we're going

to win this war before it destroys everything we love, we'll have to face our enemies together, side

by side, and without distractions. But if we make it out alive, who knows what the future will hold.
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I loved this book so much. One of her best. Read the series first to get the true value.This book

finalizes the major story arc developed in the series. The romance characters Aiden and Brannie-in

the book just enough imho, add a bit of softness within the crazy violence of a war.The evil cult is at

last about to attempt world domination. The major characters are in various parts of their world, and

we get to catch up with them. story focus is arc, romance, the family in that order of coverage.

Romance flows with their personalities as we know them. The arc expanded from smaller problems

with god's to a cult widespread destruction and mass killings. the major characters and groups are

off to do their own part to save their world. this had strong flow, and tight plot within the framework of



a multi character complex plotNote-I had been a bit unhappy last book, with audiobook. I have

vision issues but I went for ebooks, greatly enlarged the text and read the kindle edition. Much

happier not hearing Daughters broken English/Russian accents, or dagmar pronounced dog-mer or

dog-mar and other distractions for me. Worth the discomfort.I am back to believing Dragon Kin must

continue for decades, despite expansion of my fav Olivia's clan to..honey badger series!

I stumbled on Aiken's books when I was in high school but forgot about them until after I finished uni

when I discovered kindle. Her writing style took a while to get used to again, but it's worth it to keep

reading.This book is an excellent continuation of the Dragon Kin series and I absolutely love her

humour and wit that she imparts onto her characters. In this book, it's Branwen's turn to fall in love

and settle down with her own mate. I don't feel that their chemistry was as hot as the main

characters in her earlier books, like with Annwyl and Feargus, or like Ghleanna and Bram, but the

side stories more than make up for that. In fact, I think it's because Aiken has introduced so many

more characters to the Dragon Kin family that the main characters don't have as much "air time"

because she's trying to keep us in the loop with all the other members of the family. Not that I mind,

I love every character Aiken has created!If you're new to the series though, it may feel like the book

is jumping all over the place, and you might not enjoy it as much as if you read some of the earlier

books.

Wow, a lot was going on in this book. While a bit distracting, it was necessary for this story arcs

ending and well worth it. Very enjoyable seeing all the past characters plus family, cousins and new

characters all interacting within a common goal. Can't wait to see what direction this world will now

take, but sooo many options are out there I couldn't even hazard a guess. While Branwen and

Aiden's story was prominent in the books description, it wasn't what this book was all about, but that

doesn't detract from enjoying the fun Brannie and Aiden had.Don't forget the crazy humor this

author writes and we all get to enjoy reading. Look forward to the next book in this series, but can't

wait for March when her alter-ego comes out with Hot and Badgered!Thank you!

She wrote another awesome Dragon Kin novel that kept me turning pages and laughing out loud-

and, consequently, drawing rather odd looks from my husband- all night and part of today.I love this

authorÃ¢Â€Â™s work, no matter what name she writes under and canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait for the next

book in any of her series to hit the market. I canÃ¢Â€Â™t help but hope that Talan, Talwyn, and Rhi

get their own books. I, also, look forward to the Daughters of The Steepes making even more



appearances. God, I love those characters!

I loved this book! Brannie's story is one I wanted to read for a long time, and I was not disappointed.

Her craziness is one I loved from start to end. Her and Keita made me laugh so much! The entire

Cadwaladr Clan are so mean to their siblings, and their so hilarious! I didn't have any problems with

this book whatsoever! My favorite part of the book was when Annwyl came back from where she

was. Just the way everyone acted was too funny.I would definitely recommend this book to people!

Fast paced, full of action, great characters, humor, and just the right amount of romance to make

me smile. You do need to read the series from the beginning to really understand all the characters.

Its worth the time and will be enjoyable if you do. This series has not disappointed me yet and

remains my favorite. I wish this book never ended. Now the worse part begins... the wait for the next

book!

Simply put, Aiken is a great writer. It is always hard to set aside Allen's stories, especially those of

the dragons. I enjoy them sooo much because each story builds upon the other creating a fully

developed world of strong females who just want to rule their world as they see fit. I eagerly wait for

the next episode.

as usual. i've hooked my sister on this series just by sending her screenshots of dialogue between

Caswyn, Uther, and Aiden.The book is quick, fun, witty dialogue with a tight plot and absolutely no

plot holes, character errors, faulty logic, or solecisms. Aiken is a true writer who believes in

delivering excellence... always.
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